1990 Audi Quattro Turbo 20v RR
Lot sold

USD 57 346 - 68 269
GBP 42 000 - 50 000 (listed)

Baujahr

1990

Kilometerstand

64 mi / 103 km

Getriebe

Schaltgetriebe

Chassisnummer
Zahl der Sitze
Antrieb
Losnummer

WAUZZZ85ZLA000568
2
Zweirad
404

Lenkung

Rechts

Zustand

Gebraucht

Standort
Kraftstoff

Benzin

Außenfarbe

Sonstige

Automobiltyp

Sonstige

Motornummer

RR001532

Markenfarbe außen

Red

Beschreibung
UK-supplied, right-hand drive, warranted 65,000 miles, full documented Audi main agent service
recordSpecified new in Tornado Red, presenting in fabulous condition, rare to find in this
orderOriginal condition, original book pack, large history folder from PDI inspection to recent main
dealer serviceA rapid modern classic with razor-sharp styling, highly regarded by collectors and
enthusiasts alikeThe Audi 'Quattro' presented at the Geneva Motor Show in March 1980 represented
a quantum leap in the re-positioning of the Audi brand with their mission statement "Vorsprung durch
Technik" having been applied literally. A new 20-valve engine was introduced in 1989 and with it, the
Quattro became the last series production model to be given a controlled catalytic converter. After
11,452 Quattro cars had been built, production of the longest built Audi model ceased on 17 May
1991.First registered on 12 March 1990 and supplied new by Listers of Coventry, this 20v Audi
Quattro today presents very well. Clearly, this car has lived a pampered life with just under 65,000
miles showing of which only 15,000 have been covered in the last 19 years. Described as driving as
well as it looks which is no surprise as this example is accompanied by a large history folder
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documenting its entire ownership and maintenance record from new. The original book pack is also
supplied containing a fully, main agent-stamped service book which is also supported with paper
invoices. Rarely do examples such as these come to market with a full Audi service record and
unquestionable history, this would make a fine addition to any classic car collection.An icon from the
golden era of International Rallying, these Audi Quattros will continue to be highly sought after and
this example with sensible miles and documented history may turn out to be rather a smart
purchase.
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